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Fabulous Frogs Read And Wonder
Henry's rushed approach to life creates problems at every turn. Readers will enjoy following
Henry through his day to see if he discovers the importance of doing things carefully.
Includes more than 6000 leveled books - cover.
Perry Pig had a problem. Peppy Puppy and Peggy Porcupine picked on Perry, called him
"Pudgy Porky" and posted his picture in the paper without his permission. With Paula Panda's
prodding Perry plots a plan, and Peppy and Peggy apologize.
This book is uniquely original and can be personalized with any girl's name. How fun is that?
Think of the possibilities: baby or shower gifts, birthdays, a special something from grandma,
and more. You can purchase the book as shown, using Faith in the title, or personalize it to suit
your specific needs. Simply contact us at eStoryTime.com BEFORE placing your Amazon
order and we'll take care of the rest. After contacting us, you'll still need to order the book
through Amazon, so we'll send you a direct link to use when placing your order. It will assure
the book is personalized with the name you've requested. We've taken the worry out of the
process and your child will be thrilled with the final product. Who doesn't like to see their name
on the cover or hear it related throughout the story? The author, Melissa Ryan, is the mother of
five children and knows the importance of reading to your little ones. It instills a love of books
and fosters an active imagination in the youngest of readers. Help start them on a path of
discovery with Melissa's stories. The tale of Faith is perfect for bedtime, especially when
unleashing the child's wonder by using her own name. This is a book that can be enjoyed over
and over again, and will be remembered long after the last page is read and the lights turned
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out. Faith's Hiccum-ups Day is beautifully written and will hold your child's attention while you
share this delightful tale. Tag along with Faith as she giggles, HIC's, and jumps her way
through a day with the hiccum-ups. See the silly things her family suggests to solve her
problem. It's a day filled with enough fun for everyone. Faith will capture your heart, and the
moments spent reading it together will build fond memories that will be cherished throughout
the years. Your little girls grow up all too fast; make lasting impressions while you can. This is
just one of several books offered by Melissa in her ever-expanding children's book series.
You'll learn to love and appreciate the extra attention that goes into each volume. Special care
is taken to keep the child's heart at the center of each story, helping them build character and
learn something along the way. Encourage that special child in your life to embrace what is
truly unique, and sometimes funny, about their developing personalities. Spend a few minutes
with Faith on her I-Didn't-Do-It kind of day and make bedtime special, while you create a
binding relationship with the power of reading...you'll look back in awe at the foundations
you've built. Please customize and purchase this book for a special little girl in your life today.
Tags: personalized children's books, personalized gifts, personalized baby gifts, personalized,
bedtime stories, bedtime story, Faith, 1st birthday gifts
The Encyclopedia of American Poetry: The Twentieth Century contains over 400 entries that
treat a broad range of individual poets and poems, along with many articles devoted to topics,
schools, or periods of American verse in the century. Entries fall into three main categories:
poet entries, which provide biographical and cultural contexts for the author's career; entries on
individual works, which offer closer explication of the most resonant poems in the 20th-century
canon; and topical entries, which offer analyses of a given period of literary production, school,
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thematically constructed category, or other verse tradition that historically has been in dialogue
with the poetry of the United States.
First published in 1979, this collection of sixty-three essays on the novel drawn from ten
periodicals demonstrates the primary concerns of those discussing the nature and purpose of
prose fiction in the period from 1830 to 1850. The essays reflect what was thought and said
about the art of fiction and reveal what journalists of these periodicals thought were the most
urgent critical concerns facing the working reviewer. Including an introduction which assesses
the issues raised by the best periodicals at the time, this anthology is designed to provide
students of Victorian fiction and critical theory with a collection of essays on the art of fiction in
a convenient and durable form.
Life was not easy on the farm in the forties and growing up is never easy. However, with the
old man's support and the guidance of the "Good Book" the Boy did manage to overcome life's
obstacles, to learn its valuable lessons, and to walk in faith believing through this vale of tears
and laughter.

When Aislinn Amon's father disappears, her mother drags her from New York to
Indiana where she is to attend a new boarding school - Source High. At Source High,
Aislinn finds herself in a whole other world than what she knew. Everyone has
something supernatural about them, including her. Soon, she finds that she's not the
normal, rebel, messed up teenage girl she thought she was. Her friends try to help her
along the way when trouble comes knocking on her door. People die, she finds herself
falling in love with, something she swore she'd never do, and secrets start to form. Can
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Aislinn cope with everything that's happening? Can she handle the life she's been
forced to deal with? Or will she crack under the heavy pressures laid upon her
seventeen-year-old shoulders?
THE KING'S LION IS BACK IN A SWASHBUCKLING ADVENTURE After years of
fighting, peace reigns over the Eagle Empire. General Leandros is enjoying a romantic
vacation with his wife at sea when a mysterious sea captain, the Mask, abducts them,
asking for their help to free his fellow islanders from slavery. Leandros and Helena start
training the islanders, conducting daring raids on land and sea to free the slaves. Their
only allies are a powerful sea-witch and a savage crew of ex-pirates. Breathtaking duels
and fierce battles turn the tide in favour of the islanders until the enemy monarch sends
his Grand Fleet to subdue them. With only two ships and a handful of men, the King's
Lion faces a terrifying challenge. The future of an entire nation lies in his hands.
Not your typical letter book, this story uses the alphabet to express the hopes and
desires we have for every young life. The words engage the reader and the rhythm
entertains the young learner. The illustrations complement the story but also offer
additional learning opportunities with the use of color, letters and animals. This story is
more than just an alphabet book but a celebration of all the wonders of life.
This first volume from our series of fairy tales consists of a beautiful collection of tales.
Please see below the table of contents: Youth without Age and Life without Death - 03
The Princess and the Fisherman - 12 The Little Purse with Two Half-Pennies - 17
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Cunning Helen - 21 The Fairy Aurora - 31 Tellerchen - 66 Mother's Darling Jack - 74
The Poor Boy - 84 The Two Step Sisters - 99 The Morning Star and the Evening Star 105 The Pea Emperor - 111 The Old Woman and the Old Man - 117 The Voice of
Death - 119 Little Wild-Rose - 122 Marivaux and His Son - 131 The Twins with the
Golden Star - 136 The Wonderful Bird - 144 Stanley the Silly Man - 153

When Vivian left town for a three-month residency, she had no idea that she'd come
back to find her life turned upside down.
The casual boyfriend who'd seemed ready to commit? Changed his mind.
The job she'd loved so much? Gone.
The parents she'd assumed would be there for emotional support? Off on the adventure
of their lives.
When she realizes that she's essentially homeless, jobless and boyfriend-less, Vivian
knows something has to change. She needs to take charge.
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Inspired by her aunt's idea that a girl has to kiss at least fifty frogs to find her prince,
Vivian comes up with a plan: she's going to go on a series of first dates only, and each
one must end in a kiss. She'll chronicle each date--the good, the bad and the downright
unbelievable--and turn the stories into an in-depth magazine series about the realities
of dating in the twenty-first century.
While none of the frogs she meets--and kisses--make her heart leap, there's a guy
closer to home who definitely does . . . and despite the fact that Charlie always seems
to catch Vivian at her most awkward and embarrassing moments, she can't help
wondering if it's time to ditch the plan . . . and kiss just one more frog.
This vintage book contains a collection of 34 fantastic stories from Japanese folklore.
These magical stories full of wit, pun, myth, and riddle will appeal to lovers of Japanese
literature and culture, and they would make for fantastic additions to collections of allied
literature. Contents include: "The Travels of Two Frogs", "The Child of the Thunder",
"The Tongue-cut Sparrow", "The Fire-fly's Lovers", "The Battle of the Ape and the
Crab", "The Wonderful Tea-Kettle", "Peach-Prince and the Treasure Island", "The Fox
and the Badger", "The Seven Patrons of Happiness", "Daikoku and the Oni", "Benkei
and the Bell", "Little Silver's Dream of the Shoji", et cetera. Many vintage books such as
this are increasingly scarce and expensive. We are republishing this volume now in an
affordable, modern edition complete with a specially commissioned new introduction.
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This book was first published in 1887.
When Samantha Ripley and the rest of her fifth-grade class spot a tiny, lime-green frog
while on a field trip to Emerson's Bog, the children form an environmentally aware club
called the Green Musketeers. Original.

Literature has the capacity to send us across time and space. Through it, we get
to know people from different centuries whose experiences as well as the context
and culture they inhabited can be understood and relived through the power of
the written word and the marvel of human empathy. Both books included here
allow us a glimpse into now extinct kingdoms, antique settlements and wild
naturescapes. The stories contained within will not only expand your vision of
history but will also, hopefully, thwart your expectations and help you rethink the
past. The Book of the Marvels of the World, more commonly known as The
Travels of Marco Polo, continues to be one of the most widely read and
circulated travel books ever written. It includes the traveller's fascinating
recollections of ancient kingdoms and nations all the way from Venice in the
Italian Peninsula to Hangzhou in Eastern China. The Itinerary Through Wales
narrates Gerald of Wales' trip to recruit soldiers for the Third Crusade around
Wales in the 12th century. It contains beautiful desciptions of Welsh landscapes
and historical events next to descriptions of miracles and fantastic creatures that
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are a reflection of its time. Both are included in full, in Modern English and are
heavily annotated. Includes charts and illustrations to enliven the experience.
A fragment of a sentence connects people and worlds in this anthology where all
tales begin with, "The letter was unreadable, save for the last few words."Explore
winding paths through snowy streets in a corrupt, fallen kingdom and everyday
lives turned upside down by unexpected news. Soar in sleek airships above
mystical rebellions in the Australian Outback and dive into the dangers of a
tropical island on Earths which never were. Find out a loving mother's final words,
what the IRS wants with an unorganized coffee shop owner, and what a love
letter from a vampire is like. Fourteen fascinating stories await within this
collection.
A compelling, addictive fantasy with romance and real-world resonance.
Teenaged Jane Doe (aka Alyssa) has been locked in a secret underground
government facility for over two years, as authorities have tried — unsuccessfully
— to get her to speak. She knows her words have a dangerous power, and she’s
vowed never to unleash it again. But now a young evaluator, Landon Ward, is
assigned to break her resolve. The last thing she expects is for him to be keeping
secrets of his own … The act of speaking has never been more potent — or more
potentially deadly.
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A charming story with Squilly Squirrel and his friends that helps children accept
the physical characteristics that they may not be happy with. The longer version,
Squilly Squirrel and Chipper Chipmunk's Springtime Adventure, won a Certificate
of Merit "for outstanding achievement in writing" from the Deep River Books 2011
Writer's Contest.
Roger the Frog is sick and tired of his life in the pond. Unloved by his parents,
Freda and Frank, and bored to death of eating nothing but flies day after day, he
decides that he will venture forth into the Big Wide World in the hope that he
might one day be something. Bidding his family farewell, he embarks on a daring
voyage of discovery, meeting a series of weird and wonderful creatures along the
way, all of whom test his bravery (and his patience!) to its very limit...Will Roger
prevail and find the magnificent new life he has always dreamed of? Or will he
discover the hard way that sometimes there is no place like home? A
spectacularly silly yarn from the writer of 'Norbert'.
Life in lower class as offspring of a notorious thief was simple for the Quartar
daughters until accidental mishaps with the other classes of society turn their dirt
poor lives around for worse and better. Eight young women are taken from the
slums into the high class world they never understood only at first to find betrayal,
suffering, scandal, revenge and corruption. Then, before they know it they are
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wrapped in the grandest scandal their country of Galli has ever seen. The
kingdom of Cretaine is trying to overthrow the corrupted kingdom of Galli. The
Quartar family must betray their world in order to save Galli from a brutal civil
war.
Did you ever wonder how you could tell the difference between the good guys
and bad? Once you can, what do you do? Most importantly, what do you need to
be to live the most satisfied and productive life, and to attract the right kind of guy
(Prince) while avoiding the wrong (the Frog)? The author, along with countless
women and law enforcement officers, offers a guide on the single girl who is
singleminded in her search for Prince Charming. Christine Kerrick reveals stories
and techniques used by professionals to get the most information from a date to
make the most informed decision for your future.
KITTY'S BIG ADVENTURE - This short, easy-to-read children's story is told with
332 words and 34 color photos. The story is about a stuffed animal named Kitty
and Kitty's friends Al and Wendell, who are stuffed baby raccoons. The three
friends take a trip to Grandfather Mountain, a state park in North Carolina. There
they see deer, a bear, an eagle, a cougar, and an otter. They also go on the Mile
High Swinging Bridge and visit the Nature Museum. The story ends with them
riding home in the car.
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Huge frogs, tiny frogs, hairy frogs, and flying frogs hop through the pages of this
colorful nonfiction book. Discover the Goliath frog, biggest in the world, and the
Darwin s frog, which has a pointy nose and holds its tadpoles in its mouth until
they are big enough to care for themselves. Learn why some frogs are brightly
colored, and which one can bury itself in the desert until rain comes.
Oh no! The big bad wolf is in London! But he is no match for these three little
pigs! Staring a silly big bad Siberian Husky, the cleverest Guinea Pig this side of
a hard hat, and famous London city landmarks, this version of the Three Little
Pigs turns the classic children's story into a hilarious tale of London pride!
Includes a write your own story activity especially for children ages 3-8 who are
planning to visit, or who have recently visited, the great city of London! Looking
for a different city? Search Dr. Silly Goose for more city-specific versions of The
Three Little Pigs. Also available: Los Angeles, Chicago, Houston, Philadelphia,
San Antonio, San Diego, Dallas, New York City, Jacksonville, San Francisco,
Austin, Seattle, Denver, Washington DC, and Boston.
Charles, Henry, David and Paula are very best Sheep Friends. Find out what
happens when they each decide to throw a party. Things get a little crazy! An
adorable story with illustrations that make you laugh and a lesson about
friendship and flexibility. And where to draw the line. Ages 2 and up.
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Beth Chambers' life is no fairytale, even if she feels like a damsel in distress.
After four years in a destructive relationship, Beth has decided enough is enough
and leaves her girlfriend, taking with her only her dog Dudley, her broken spirit,
and a shattered view of life. At her lowest point, she meets Amy Fletcher, a
woman who has it all-and whom she believes would never want more than
friendship. But what Beth fails to realise is that there are definitely two sides to
every story. Could Amy Fletcher be Beth's Princess Charming? Could her story
end with a happily ever after?
IF YOU KISS A FROG, HE JUST MIGHT TURN INTO A PRINCE. IF YOU KISS
A TOAD, HE'LL JUST PEE ON YOUR HAND. This is the book emotionally
abusive partners do NOT want you to read. It sounds so simple -- get out of a
harsh relationship, remove the shrapnel, and move on. But some guys don't
make that possible. Sometimes you get out of the relationship, like with a
narcissist, but you can't recover because he doesn't give you a chance. He won't
leave you alone long enough. Alexandra Nouri knows that personality-disordered
people, psychopaths, sociopaths, and their ilk, in fact make leaving as difficult as
possible. Getting out of a relationship with a narcissist is excruciating, but staying
out of one takes the resolve of an Army. A narcissist is constantly pushing and
pulling, devaluing you and everything about you, sucking you back in and making
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you believe the two of you have a chance, and basically pushing some very
tender buttons, all in a big fat confusing and chaotic mess. When a relationship is
ending, feeling hurt and angry is normal, but if you feel like you're losing your
mind, like your very survival is being threatened, then this book is written with you
in mind. Those feelings mean he's messing with your head. And that's not cool.
"Life," Aunt Alex says, "is uncertain, and mysterious. However, when it comes to
life, you can count on three things. The sun will always rise in the East. If you
hold up a cast iron frying pan and then let it go, it will not hover in the air and
make a tweety sound. And if you go back to a guy with a personality disorder, he
WILL hurt you again." Their breakups are all the same. Idealize, devalue,
annihilate, string along, devalue, string along, annihilate, string along. The toad
modus operandi gets very old and very boring, very fast. When he manipulates,
deceives, and encroaches on your boundaries, that's not a power struggle. Or an
argument. That's abuse. Aunt Alex's Army is the answer. The Army will brief you,
train you, and give you your marching orders to a toad-free life. This is Aunt
Alex's Army Manual, and here she musters the troops to lift up and empower the
reader. You'll learn: * Who Toads Are * Who Kisses Them * Why Moving Forward
Takes An Army * The Three Toad Truths * The Five Toad Motivators for Getting
Into Relationships * What Toadspeak is, and Why It Drives People Crazy * What
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To Do About It * Your Psyche's Information Highway, and How to Pave New
Roads to Health * The Five Army Maneuvers In Reality * Why It's Mandatory to
Be All You Can Be There's nothing wrong with believing in epic love. There's just
something wrong with expecting to get it from a narcissist. "You lost him because
you're not good enough" is the #1 most toxic, worthless lie an ex sometimes
hears from the toad, from other people, and even the gremlins inside her head.
These are lies a toad wants you to believe -- that the reason you two aren't
together right now in utter bliss is because you're not good enough. Not attractive
enough, not interesting enough, not smart, happy, compatible, sexy, open, fun
enough, doesn't matter: He wants you to believe the reason you two aren't
working out is because of a serious shortcoming in YOU. Usually this is very
vague, with hints and shrugging dissatisfaction. And he's really hoping this
vagueness takes the focus off of the real causes of all the destruction: His
absence of empathy. In the book Toads, and the Women Who Kiss Them Aunt
Alex's Army Manual, Alexandra Nouri gives legions of examples of their
confusing, bizarre ways, and straightens them out for you. She supports you in
your new quiet disregard for BS, and helps you rise above the chaos and
neurosis of his weird behavior. She translates the Toadspeak. She teaches you
how to remove the shrapnel of his abuse so your broken heart can heal. A
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portion of the proceeds goes to the Futures Without Violence Fund. Find them at
www dot futureswithoutviolence dot org.
To get ahead she'll have to become a man -- and a man, she always thought,
never lets love get in the way... Clementine dreams of being a naturalist -- a
career that leaves no time for romance. To sneak on an adventurous prospecting
expedition, Clementine will have to convince everyone she's a man. A mysterious
tonic offers her just that disguise. But "Calvin," as she calls herself now, had no
idea what she was giving up. When Wesley, the expedition's gentle preacher,
catches her eye, she can't get him out of her head; not his lush lips, wide brown
eyes ... or broad chest. Dare she reveal her secret to him, and can she keep her
career if she does? Among run-ins with cowboys, natural disasters, and traveling
shows, Wesley's most fascinating adventure is meeting Calvin. Though Wesley's
betrothed, the cute, clever naturalist threatens to make him fall into temptation...
This is the story of Lilly, the little pond frog, born in the warm waters on a summer
day. Lilly experiences many pond life adventures and dangers on her journey,
until one day the little frog starts her own family in the pond. Learn all about the
life of the pond frog and the importance of animal conservation.
Og the frog finally gets the chance to explore human world and to assist
Humphrey the hamster in helping their human friends in Room 26.
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"The book's well-written text is right on the mark for the age group. A world map
locates various frogs in rain forests on five continents on the colorful endpapers"("Booklist"). "Patent leaps into her topic straight off, captivating readers
with such delicious factoids on rain forest frogs . . . sure to pull in those primary
schoolers with a taste for the gruesome".--"The Bulletin of the Center for
Children's Books". Full color.
"Og the Frog goes to summer camp with his best pal Humphrey, and has an
exciting adventure in the wild"-- Provided by publisher.
Fabulous FrogsCandlewick Press
Gertrude the goat and her best friend Toby the tortoise are adventurers. No
sitting around on the boring farm for them! They love to explore, and every Friday
they sneak off the farm for some extra fun. One Friday, Gertrude and Toby
decide to visit the local candy store in town. They discover yummy goodies and
treats, but soon find that the treats are not free!? Uh oh! The market owner grabs
Toby. He demands money for the candy that Gertrude and Toby have taken by
mistake. Gertrude must find a way to save her friend and get back home before
Farmer Sam returns.
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